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Driver Wellness VS Avoid becoming a Statistic this Easter
It is that time of the year where many individuals, families, congregations etc., are travelling near and far too various
destinations to celebrate different occasions for the long weekend.
Should you be travelling with our coaches over this period, we thank you for the continued support and hope that it is a
journey to remember.
We at Coachman value our Driver as they represent us when out on trips. When it comes to the Coach drivers there is
more than meets the eye. They play one of the most important roles in ensuring that your trips booked with us are
turned into journeys.
When on a trip the reliability and roadworthiness of the vehicle is important BUT the well-being, mental and physical
state of the drivers is just as important as they are responsible for the lives of their passengers.
Having said this it is of utmost importance that our clients ensure the following for the drivers :
1. That they are able to have a good night's rest in a proper establishment
2. That they have nourishing meals to eat whilst on the trip
Receiving the above will ensure that the driver is well rested and alert whilst driving.
Our Fleet consists of the following vehicles:
• 15 Seater Lux
• 28 Seater Lux and Semi-Lux
• 48 Seater Super Lux
• 60 Seater Lux and Semi-Lux
We look forward to hearing from you!
Coachman is located Here
Physical Address:
44 Dale Road, Midrand
Office: 011 024 2090 / 1 / 2
Office Cell 1: 079 110 8437
Office Cell 2: 076 257 3802
GPS Coordinates:
S-25.995739
E-28.144704
Email:
info@coachman-coaches.co.za
24/7 Cell: 082 312 3880
Coachman is here to offer you "All you want in a Journey"
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